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Abstract New measurement techniques aiming to achieve a better understanding of the PAH emissions dynamics
during production of electrode paste briquettes were tested. Traditional sampling method requires several
hours of sampling to get enough PAH components on the adsorbent material to perform reliable analysis.
As the process is changing from one batch to the next, emissions cannot be expected to be constant over
time. Better time resolution is essential to increase the understanding of emission variations. Thermal
desorption (TD) tubes allow for sampling times as short as 10 min. The SINTSENSE, a standalone photo
ionization detector (PID) implementation allows for continuous emission monitoring providing online data
second by second. However, the SINTSENSE will only report a total hydrocarbon estimate, with no
differentiation between individual components. Comparing results from these 3 methodologies gives
interesting findings on the emission dynamics and variations in composition, in addition to benchmarking
the individual measurement techniques.
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19 resolution is essential to increase the understanding of
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23 tion allows for continuous emission monitoring providing
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36
37�Introduction

38�Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAH) are hydrocarbons
39�consisting of two or more aromatic rings. The lightest PAH
40�component is naphthalene, with only two connected rings.
41�Due to their different sizes and molecular weights the PAH
42�components have varying physical properties such as boiling
43�point and vapor pressure. Emissions to air can be either as
44�gas or condensed (liquid or solid) onto dust particles.
45�Almost all industrial processes involving the use of car-
46�bon materials at elevated temperatures have the potential to
47�release PAH components, but PAH emissions are of par-
48�ticular concern when the carbon materials also contain pitch
49�and tar. Classical metallurgical industries such as silicon,
50�ferrosilicon and ferromanganese production [1, 2] as well as
51�production and use of anodes in aluminum industry [3] are
52�well-known sources of PAH emissions.
53�Conventional reporting of PAH emissions is usually
54�based on a few hours of sampling once or twice every year,
55�as full sampling in accordance with relevant standards such
56�as EPA0010 or similar is complex and expensive. The yearly
57�emissions are typically estimates of PAH content per Nm3

58�air/off-gas, based on analysis of these samples, assuming that
59�the emission profile during sampling is representative for the
60�entire year. This assumption is known to be erroneous, and
61�strange deviations from trends in reported emissions can be
62�seen when studying yearly trends in open databases such as
63�the Norwegian PRTR database [4]. It is very difficult to
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64 assess the degree to which a sample is actually representative
65 with regards to variations in raw materials, production and
66 process, or the impact of ambient conditions such as mois-
67 ture, atmospheric pressure or wind.
68 Use of alternative sampling and measurement technolo-
69 gies, which can be conducted more frequently, or ideally
70 continuously, can improve emission estimates and process
71 understanding. Although these methodologies may be less
72 accurate in themselves, the possibility to sample more fre-
73 quently and hence better cover the process variations might
74 improve the overall accuracy of the emission estimates [5].
75 In addition, the move towards industry 4.0, with more pro-
76 cess control systems being digitized and requesting online
77 data to be used as feedback, is providing insight in how and
78 which sensors can be used in the industry. It is also desirable
79 to combine the more frequent sampling by simple method-
80 ologies with the certified standard high precision sampling
81 methods to establish correction factors for the simplified
82 methodologies.
83 A production plant producing electrode paste briquettes
84 and cylinders for Søderberg electrodes in metallurgical
85 industries was used as a test site to evaluate different mea-
86 surement strategies. The production of paste is a batch
87 process and involves heating, mixing and casting operations
88 of different pitch and raw materials like calcined anthracite
89 and for some products also calcined coke materials. All of
90 these processes may result in the release of PAH compo-
91 nents. The amount and composition of the emissions will
92 depend on the content of the coal-tar pitch, the softening
93 point as well as the actual temperatures and time.
94 Two different emission points were selected to evaluate
95 the performance of short-term sampling on thermal desorp-
96 tion (TD) tubes as well as online measurement with a photo
97 ionization detector (PID) implementation. Conventional
98 extractive sampling on filter and adsorbent (XAD2) was
99 selected as reference measurements.

100
101 Measurement Principles

102 Three different measurement strategies were used, conven-
103 tional extractive sampling on filter and XAD2, sampling on
104 TD-tubes as well as online monitoring with a PID imple-
105 mentation. Each of these approaches has different sampling
106 times, accuracies, and measurement challenges associated
107 with them. Previous experience and historical, unpublished
108 measurement data from various relevant industries have
109 indicated that the gaseous PAH fraction tends to be signifi-
110 cantly larger than the particle-bound fraction of the total
111 PAH emissions. Hence, the measurement methods applied in
112 this study were selected on the assumption that the gaseous
113 fraction dominates the PAH picture.

114
115�Extractive Sampling

116�The extractive sampling was conducted using constant vol-
117�umetric flow sampling. Two different setups with equipment
118�from different manufacturers were used, but both had the
119�same functionality and capability to sample gas and partic-
120�ulate matter in a representative manner in accordance with
121�VDI 2066, EN 13,284–1, EPA5, and ISO 9096. The two
122�setups were “ITES Automatic isokinetic sampler” (ITES) by
123�Paul Gothe GmbH, Germany and “TPS4-ISOK4” by Envi-
124�ronment AS, Germany (ISOK4). These setups were used to
125�collect 2 and 24 h extractive samples, where the particulate
126�matter was captured on glass microfiber thimble filters
127�(MK160) with analytical purity, and gaseous PAH compo-
128�nents by XAD2 adsorbent. The filter and sampling probe
129�were kept at 120 °C to avoid condensation of PAH or water
130�prior to the XAD2 adsorbent. Both the XAD2 and filter were
131�then shipped to a commercial certified laboratory for anal-
132�ysis. A typical setup can be seen in Fig. 1, and it consists of
133�several heavy components such as a high-capacity suction
134�pump, control unit, filter, and sampling probe. Typical
135�overall weight for a setup is 20–30 kg.

136
137�TD Tubes

138�Sampling by TD-tubes represents a significantly simplified
139�sampling procedure compared to the standardized extractive
140�sampling methods. A small flow, typically between 20 and
141�500 mL/min is sampled directly onto an adsorbent that is
142�packed in a ¼” tube. Duration of a sample will vary
143�depending on flow and expected concentrations but could be
144�anything between a few minutes up to some hours.
145�TD-tubes have a widespread use for working environ-
146�ment monitoring but are not frequently used for emission
147�monitoring. There is no separation between particles and
148�gaseous components and the TD-tubes are not suitable for
149�very dusty environments, although small amounts of par-
150�ticulate matter are usually not a problem. Analysis of
151�TD-tubes is performed by heating the tube with the adsor-
152�bent and purging it by a clean gas to directly transfer the
153�sample into a gas chromatograph (GC) for analysis. This is a
154�simple 1-step procedure, and much simpler than the liquid
155�extraction of PAH from XAD2 and filter as in the case of
156�extractive sampling.
157�A typical kit with a battery-operated sampling pump,
158�tubing, and a set of TD-tubes can easily fit in a backpack and
159�will be lighter than 1 kg. For these experiments Carbograph
160�TD1 from Markes International was used as an adsorbent
161�due to availability. For better recovery of the heavier fraction
162�of PAH components other adsorbents such as Tenax TA and
163�XRO-440 [6], Carbopack C or glass beads. There are also
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164 purpose paced TD-tubes such as Markes PAH-tubes that are
165 claimed to give good and linear response for the entire
166 EPA-16 range of PAH components [7]. Sampling time was
167 10 min, and flow was 125 mL/min, controlled by a SKC
168 PocketPump Touch.

169
170 Photo Ionization Detection, PID

171 SINTSENSE, an inhouse developed PID implementation is
172 based on a Raspberry PI as a controller and logger and was
173 created as a low-cost online monitoring system to follow
174 trends in VOC and light PAH emissions. It does not have a
175 selective response for each individual component but will
176 show a trend for the total gaseous hydrocarbon emissions. It
177 has been demonstrated to work satisfactory for up to
178 8 weeks in the off-gas of a Fe–Mn smelter [8].
179 A PID works by ionizing the targeted components in the
180 gas mix by light and then measures the current generated
181 when the ions hit a detection electrode. PID will not be
182 selective as it will ionize all gaseous molecules that can be
183 ionized by the output energy from the lamp. The PID used
184 for these trials had a 10.6 eV lamp and will ionize all cyclic
185 organic compounds. A PID has a fast response time, and by
186 recording the value every 5 s we got a continuous trend.
187 The PID outputs a voltage change as a response to changing
188 hydrocarbon content, this voltage can be calibrated to a
189 concentration, but only for a single hydrocarbon or a
190 pre-defined mix of hydrocarbons. It is not possible to sep-
191 arate the contributions from each individual PAH component
192 that is part of the signal. All results in this paper will be
193 reported as naphthalene equivalents, which is the concen-
194 tration of naphthalene that would give the recorded voltage
195 of the sensing electrode. Since a PID electrode sensitivity
196 generally increases with molecule size, a mixture of naph-
197 thalene with heavier PAH components would most likely
198 result in a high estimate [9]

199�The results are mixed contributions from all PAH
200�and other VOCs in gas phase calculated by the factory
201�naphthalene calibration slope. For permanent use at a given
202�PAH source this factor could be calibrated to increase
203�accuracy.
204�The main aim for using the SINTSENSE in these trials is
205�to get information about dynamics and how much hydro-
206�carbon emission changes during the 2 and 24 h samples. By
207�comparing PID results to the extractive sampling it is pos-
208�sible to get a lot of information about trends and time
209�variations in the process emissions that cannot be captured
210�by other means.

211
212�Results

213�In these studies, 2 different PAH sources on a carbon elec-
214�trode paste plant were studied. The first source is the exhaust
215�gas from a mixer, and the second is the draft from the casting
216�line of this mixer. The emission points from the mixer have
217�an adsorption system and dust filter where PAH is returned
218�to the mixer by using the carbon (raw) material as a
219�dry-scrubbing agent. The emission point from the casting
220�does not have such a filter, but a wide stack with a con-
221�densation trap.
222�The ventilation from the casting had sufficient cross
223�section to allow for all measurements to be conducted
224�simultaneously. In Fig. 2 the complete setup at the stack over
225�the castling line can be seen. The ISOK4 sampling line is on
226�the left-hand side, while the ITES sampling line is seen just
227�to the right of the center of the stack. TD-tubes and SINT-
228�SENSE sampling was conducted on a small hole at the back
229�of the stack. There was no filtering of the gas at this stack,
230�just a condensation trap at the bottom. The stack from the
231�mixer had too small a diameter for simultaneous sampling,
232�and sampling of 2 and 24 h samples had to be done in
233�sequence.

Fig. 1 Schematic view of the
sampling system
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234
235 Reference Measurements

236 The fraction of PAH captured on the sampling filter (i.e. the
237 particle-bound fraction) constitutes less than 1% of the
238 overall emissions from the mixer, while from the casting
239 around 10% of the overall PAH emissions were recovered
240 from the filter. This confirms the assumption that the main
241 part of PAH emissions is gaseous, and hence that our
242 approaches to focus only on gaseous components are valid
243 for this application.
244 Figure 3 shows the concentration estimates from the
245 sampling on the casting stack. Measurements by all 3
246 methodologies are overlayed in the same figure. The width
247 of the red, blue, and green bars represents the timeframe
248 from which the samples are collected, and hence their value
249 can be viewed as an average emission for that timeframe.
250 We can clearly see that there is a significant variation
251 between each 2 h sample. The total PAH in the 3rd 2 h
252 sample is only 26% compared to the 2nd sample. A typical
253 routine sampling for reporting would consist of 2 such
254 samples, and it is clear to see that two of these samples do
255 not cover the full picture. Even for a 24 h timeframe, the
256 representativity of two 2 h samples is poor.
257 Emissions from the mixer, shown in Fig. 4, had to be
258 collected in sequence due to the stack diameter. The total
259 PAH variation between the samples here is lower but

260�significant. The lowest 2 h sample is only 85% of the highest
261�sample even though they were collected within a 40 h
262�timeframe.

263
264�PID measurements with SINTSENSE

265�In Figs. 3 and 4, the SINTSENSE signal is indicated by
266�the black trendline, providing high time resolution data
267�from which the dynamics in the emission profile can be
268�studied. Events such as filling, mixing, and tapping can
269�clearly be identified in the emissions from the mixer. It is
270�also clear that the average PID signal represented by the
271�magenta lines follows the same trend as the analysis of the
272�total PAH from conventional sampling. Emissions from the
273�casting line seem to have less variations from minute to
274�minute and do not appear to be so affected by production
275�events. However, the correlation between the averaged
276�SINTSENSE signal and the conventional sampling is still
277�strong.
278�Another finding is that the signal from the SINTSENSE
279�indicates significant variation of PAH emissions between
280�production batches. This is unexpected, as process estima-
281�tions would have suggested that each batch of the same
282�recipe should be identical when it comes to emissions.
283�Possible explanations here are differences in mixing time
284�before casting, and possibly also changes in the draft profile

Fig. 2 Picture of the casting
emission point with all equipment
installed
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Fig. 3 Comparison of
naphthalene trends (upper) and
total PAH trends (lower) for all 3
methodologies during the 24 h
timeframe. Width of columns
represents the sampling time
covered

Fig. 4 Comparison of total PAH
trends for all 3 methodologies
during the collection of samples.
The planned 24 h sample had to
be slightly shortened for logistic
purposes and ended up around
20 h. The width of columns
represents the sampling time
covered
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285 in the building due to operation of drive gates, natural
286 convection around high-temperature equipment (hall wind)
287 or outside wind conditions and atmospheric pressure.

288
289 TD Tubes

290 Naphthalene estimates from TD-tubes and reference mea-
291 surements using XAD2 and filter seen in upper part of Fig. 3
292 have a good agreement quantitatively. The TD-tube samples
293 (green bars) vary within the expected range for the XAD2
294 sample (blue bars), at least when taking into consideration
295 that the three 10 min samples only cover 25% of the sam-
296 pling time of the 2 h sample.
297 For total PAH seen in the lower part of Fig. 3, the
298 TD-tubes clearly underestimate the emissions compared to
299 the reference samples. There are two explanations for this.
300 Firstly, the TD-tubes have a limit for how much they can be
301 heated. Hence it is challenging to completely desorb the
302 heavy PAH components, especially in this case as the
303 adsorbent is stronger than it ideally should be. This will
304 impact recovery of heavy PAHs as to high heating will lead
305 to decomposition of PAH. Secondly, the sampling is not
306 isokinetic and the actual sampling itself will therefore
307 under-sample particulate matter and the particle-born PAH is
308 known to carry most of the heavy PAH components.
309 A comparison of the recovery of 6 PAH components
310 from TD-tubes and reference measurements can be seen in
311 Fig. 5. At least up to anthracene, the TD-tubes seems to
312 produce results that are meaningful when comparing with
313 the 2 and 24 h samples, especially when considering that
314 there is not a complete overlap in sampling time between
315 these samples. This is best seen in the samples from the

316�casting (right) as these samples had a higher total content of
317�heavier PAH due to the absence of any filtering, and hence
318�naphthalene is not so dominant in the overall results.
319�An improved adsorbent such as Tenax in the TD-tubes
320�would probably allow for better recovery of more heavy
321�PAH components [6]. The gas chromatography mass spec-
322�troscopy (GCMS) methodology might also be limiting,
323�depending on the setup of the laboratory.
324�To be able to estimate the total PAH emissions based on
325�results from TD-tubes it would be necessary to establish a
326�correlation factor between certain of the light PAHs and the
327�heavier ones, especially in cases with more particulate matter
328�(higher dust concentrations) since the particle-bound fraction
329�is quite poorly recovered by this methodology. Such corre-
330�lations could potentially be established by yearly reference
331�measurements.
332�In Fig. 6 we can see an enlargement of the section in
333�Fig. 4 where the TD-tubes are sampled. Note that SINT-
334�SENSE response is plotted at the right axis, while the other
335�values are on the left axis. The SINTSENSE response is
336�given in naphthalene equivalents so a direct comparison of
337�numbers is not possible, but the overall agreement is very
338�good, nevertheless. The average PID signal from the time
339�periods where the TD-tubes were sampled has a high degree
340�of correlation. It is worth to keep in mind that both these
341�methodologies have the same bias when it comes to only
342�being sensitive towards gaseous PAH components. This bias
343�is less of a concern for emission points equipped with a filter
344�(such as the mixer case in this study) since the main part of
345�PAH components would be expected to be in the gaseous
346�state anyway. For emission points with unfiltered gas, and
347�thus more dust particles present, the effect of this bias would
348�be more significant.

Fig. 5 Variations in the 6 most volatile PAH components in off-gas from the mixer (left) and casting from the mixer (right). For TD-tubes all 6
samples from each sampling point are averaged, giving a total sampling time of 60 min

6 O. Kjos et al.
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349 In Fig. 7 we can see the overall agreement of the SINT-
350 SENSE signal and the TD-tubes for all simultaneous sam-
351 plings conducted in this trial. The correlation is strong and
352 linear over the entire concentration span and the actual slope
353 seems to be very consistent. However, there appears to be
354 some baseline shift in the data from the SINTSENSE resulting
355 in a shift along the y-axis for one of the groups of data.
356 The rapid response from the SINTSENSE could be useful
357 to improve or tune a process with regards to minimizing
358 emissions, or to build an understanding of the process
359 variations over time. Having a PID detector constantly
360 monitoring the emissions in the weeks before and after a
361 yearly certified extractive sampling could, for example,
362 place that sample in an informative context, indicating if the
363 analysis were performed in a timeframe with average con-
364 ditions or if the emission profile of the sampling day were
365 deviating from normality.

366
367�Conclusions

368�There is no single way of measuring PAH emissions that are
369�precise, easy, and cheap to conduct. A combination of cer-
370�tified reference measurements that can be supported by more
371�frequent sampling by simplified low-cost measurements
372�could improve the understanding of process variations and
373�emission dynamics. It could also improve the representa-
374�tivity of the yearly emission estimates used in environmental
375�reports.
376�The fraction of PAH captured on the sampling filter (i.e.
377�the particle-bound fraction) constitutes less than 1% of the
378�overall emissions from the mixer, and around 10% from the
379�casting. Hence, the PAH emissions from the processes
380�studied here are dominated by the gaseous PAH fraction. The
381�simplified measuring methods focus primarily on gaseous
382�components and are deemed valid for these applications. It is
383�clear, however, that the dust concentration in the sampled
384�off-gas is decisive for the suitability of these methods.
385�Both TD-tubes and the PID-based SINTSENSE show
386�results that are in good agreement with expectations. Both
387�correlate well with each other and with reference sampling
388�using filter and XAD2. The results show that there are sig-
389�nificant variations in the emissions both from second to sec-
390�ond as well as between two 2 h samples taken back-to-back.
391�PID implementations such as SINTSENSE can capture
392�trends and have short response time and low noise. Despite
393�not being quantitative, it can give useful process informa-
394�tion. This information has a significant potential to gain
395�insight in process variations and planning of sampling
396�strategies as well as for tuning and improvements of process
397�control.
398�TD-tube sampling with Carbograph TD1 seems to give a
399�representative and good analysis of anthracene and lighter
400�PAH components, a weaker adsorbent would improve the
401�method for heavier PAH-components. Sampling on
402�TD-tubes can easily be conducted by plant personnel, and
403�ease of sampling and comparably low cost of analysis could
404�enable frequent sampling intervals with useful quantitative
405�results as a way of capturing emission fluctuations between
406�certified reference measurements.
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